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About Brill's Online Resources

The majority of Brill's Online Resources are available on five state-of-the-art platforms, each of which are home to specific content types:

- brill.com (Brill's webshop, catalog and all E-Book and Journal content in one place)
- referenceworks.brillonline.com (Brill's Online Reference Works)
- bibliographies.brillonline.com (Brill's Online Bibliographies)
- primarysources.brillonline.com (Brill's Online Primary Source Collections)
- dictionaries.brillonline.com (Brill's Online Dictionaries)
- dh.brill.com/scholarleyeditions/ (text editions, critical editions, facsimiles, translations, and commentaries)

All new platforms have been created in close cooperation with researchers and are based on the latest technological developments.

All new platforms offer
- personalization tools
- social bookmarking
- alerting services
- different search and browsing options (e.g. by title, by selection of titles, all titles)

BrillOnline for librarians
- clear distinction between subscribed and unsubscribed content
- Shibboleth login
- COUNTER compliant usage statistics
- SUSHI user statistics
- compliance with the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (PAS 78) and WCAG
- admin tool for librarians (incl. open URL preferences)
- branding options to institutional customers
- no DRM
- free MARC records

Brill offers Online Resources on an outright purchase or calendar year subscription basis.

Outright purchase
- An outright purchase gives the library full archival rights.
- An outright purchase comprises a one-time fee, followed by annual update fees (if the content is still being updated).
- Update fees are charged from year 2 onwards, giving the library access to new content.
- All BrillOnline licenses are unlimited site licenses.

A copy of our license agreement for outright purchases can be found at brill.com/page/librarians.

Please note that Brill does not charge hosting / maintenance / platform fees for outright purchases.

Calendar year subscription
- Brill offers calendar year subscriptions and therefore the fee is pro-rated if the subscription starts during the year.
- All BrillOnline licenses are unlimited site licenses.
- The library has access to new content updates issued during the period of the subscription.
- There are no archival rights if the library decides not to renew the subscription.

For more information, pricing options, consortium arrangements and free institutional 30-day trials please contact our Sales department at sales@brill.com.
Brill’s Scholarly Editions

Explore our new platform for text editions

Brill’s Scholarly Editions is our new platform for text editions, translations, and commentaries. Scholarly Editions is designed to provide an uninterrupted reading experience and convenient tools for working with text editions.

Features:

- Parallel versions: read original texts, translations and commentaries side-by-side
- Easy features for exporting and citing text
- Customizable text scaling
- Support for right-to-left text scripts (for reading Arabic, Hebrew, Persian, Urdu etc.)
- Detailed, full text search, also for Arabic and Hebrew texts
- Responsive design suited for all devices: desktops, laptops, tablets and mobile phones
- CTS/DTS architecture for stable and unique identifiers of passages and entities
- Built on the open source Scaife Viewer
- COUNTER 5 compliant and level AA WCAG 2.1
- Morphology tool: highlight a word to bring up a linguistic analysis (Greek, Latin, Syrian)

Over 15 resources are currently included. New editions and features are added continuously. Find out which at: https://scholarlyeditions.brill.com
Cuban Periodicals
*Cultural Magazines Published by Casa de las Américas, 1960–2009*

- The archives of four highly influential Cuban magazines
- Includes the famous journal Casa de las Américas
- Unique access to 526 journal issues (over 74,000 pages)
- Full-text search functionality
- MARC21 catalog records available
- Scanned at the Casa de las Américas Library, Havana, Cuba

Founded only three months after the Cuban Revolution, Casa de las Américas in Havana quickly emerged as one of the leading cultural institutions in Latin America and the Caribbean. Among its many activities is the publication of four highly influential journals, the first of which was launched in 1960, a year after the opening of the institution. Over the decades, these journals have covered countless topics pertaining to the culture and cultural history of the region. The journals have published texts by literary authors, musical scores, reviews of books, performances, and exhibitions, op-eds, and news reports. Laboratories of thought and innovation, they offer a window into a vibrant era. For the first time, the complete back files of these journals are now made available online.

**Casa de las Américas**

Official organ of the eponymous institution, the first issue of Casa de las Américas was published in June–July 1960. It soon became the main voice on current Latin American literature, culture and thought. One of the best known cultural magazines in Spanish, it is equally valued by the intellectual avant-garde and by academics. It provides a forum not only for the most notable writers and thinkers, but also for politicians and policy makers in both Latin America and beyond.

**Conjunto**

Conjunto is dedicated to the study and dissemination of Latin American and Caribbean theater. It was founded in 1964, when the development of the region's theater scene and its continental and even global influence required investigation into its trends and accomplishments, and articles in Conjunto began to analyze the critique of history and society emanating from the stage. Each issue includes one or more theater texts, as well as essays, interviews, and reviews of performances and festivals. Its value is recognized by artists and academics alike.

**Boletín de Música**

Founded in 1970, Boletín de Música specializes in Latin American and Caribbean music and musicology. In addition to research papers on music in its most diverse manifestations it publishes musical scores, news, and announcements about the musical scene of the area. Between 1991 and 1998, during Cuba's Special Period, Boletín de Música temporarily ceased publication.

**Anales del Caribe**

Anales del Caribe was first published in 1981 with the aim of putting a spotlight on the rich artistic and literary production in the continental Caribbean and the islands that populate the Caribbean Sea. A recurring theme is the exchange of ideas between the various countries and their influence on Latin American culture at large. The journal publishes articles by specialists from the region and beyond in Spanish, French and English. Anales del Caribe did not publish any issues in the years 2000–2002.

Luisa Campuzano Sentí, Director, Women's Studies Program, *Casa de las Américas*
The second online collection of specially commissioned research companions covering the late antiquity, medieval studies, and Byzantine studies. With topics ranging from Isidore of Seville to the music of Adam de la Halle, and from Islamic Granada to Eastern Europe in the Middle Ages, these handbooks offer balanced accounts at an advanced level, along with an overview of the state of scholarship and a synthesis of debate, pointing the way for future research. Designed for students and scholars, the books explain what sources there are, what methodologies and approaches are appropriate in dealing with them, what issues arise and how they have been treated, and what room there is for disagreement. All volumes are in English.

The collection contains 27 titles.

Features & Benefits
- Access to 476 essays written by leading experts.
- Contains award-winning titles.
- Sophisticated tools allow for exporting citations, save searches and sharing content.
- Easy navigation through full-text search and metadata search.
- Students and faculty have the option to order their own $25 paperback copy of each title in the collection through Brill's MyBook program.

Collection Highlights
- A Companion to Byzantine Science
- Hagiography and the History of Latin Christendom, 500–1500
- A Companion to Medieval Ethiopia and Eritrea
- A Companion to the English Dominican Province

The title list and free MARC records are available for download here.

Please note that the titles have also been included in other Brill E-Book collections.
Brill's Companions to Early Modern and Modern History Online II

The second online collection of specially commissioned research companions focusing on the early modern and modern periods. With topics ranging from heresy inquisitions to Soviet children’s literature and film, and from the early modern cardinal to women’s military history, these handbooks offer balanced accounts at an advanced level, along with an overview of the state of scholarship and a synthesis of debate, pointing the way for future research. Designed for students and scholars, the books explain what sources there are, what methodologies and approaches are appropriate in dealing with them, what issues arise and how they have been treated, and what room there is for disagreement. All volumes are in English.

The collection contains 23 titles.

Features & Benefits
• Access to 408 essays written by leading experts.
• Contains award-winning titles.
• Sophisticated tools allow for exporting citations, save searches and sharing content.
• Easy navigation through full-text search and metadata search.
• Students and faculty will have the option to order their own $25 paperback copy of each title in the collection through Brill's MyBook program.

Collection Highlights
• A Companion to Death, Burial, and Remembrance in Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe, c. 1300–1700
• A Companion to Viceregal Mexico City, 1519-1821
• Italy in the Era of the Great War
• A Companion to Early Modern Rome, 1492-1692

The title list and free MARC records are available for download here.

Please note that titles have also been included in other Brill E-Book collections.
Natuurkundige Commissie Archives Online is a primary source collection. The collection title is derived from the committee sent out to explore the natural resources of Indonesia (the then Dutch East Indies) in the mid-19th century. The materials collected by the Natuurkundige Commissie voor Nederlandsch-Indië were archived at the museum that later became Naturalis Biodiversity Center in Leiden, The Netherlands. Thanks to Metamorfoze restoration and digitization project funded by the Royal Library of the Netherlands between 2007-2012, the archive is in good condition and almost entirely digitally available here.

The collection of the Natuurkundige Commissie Archives Online consist of three parts:
1. The Verhandelingen, three magnificently typeset and illustrated volumes in which the committee’s findings were published between 1839-1847
2. Over 1500 drawings and (often stunning) illustrations
3. Over 13,500 handwritten documents, such as field books, notes, shipping lists, and correspondence

Natuurkundige Commissie Archives Online is an invaluable resource for the history of science, natural history, biodiversity, history of colonialism. On behalf of Naturalis, Brill is proud to publish this collection in Open Access.
Sezgin Online

A bio-bibliography for the Arabic literary tradition

Sezgin Online consists of volumes 1-9 of Fuat Sezgin’s renowned Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums (GAS), the largest and most modern bio-bibliography for the Arabic literary tradition in general and the history of science and technology in the Islamic world in particular.

Sezgin Online offers bio-bibliographical information about renowned figures (writers, poets, philosophers, physicians, scientists, linguists etc.) from the Islamic world in the following subjects:

- Qur’anic studies, law, mysticism (vol. 1)
- poetry in Arabic until the eleventh century CE (vol. 2)
- the history of Islamic medicine (vol. 3)
- chemistry (vol. 4)
- mathematics (vol. 5)
- astronomy (vol. 6)
- astrology (vol. 7)
- lexicography (vol. 8)
- grammar (vol. 9)

Sezgin Online complements Brockelmann Online and Brockelmann in English and is an indispensable research tool for Middle Eastern and Islamic studies.

Features and benefits

- Standard reference in the field.
- Largest and most modern bio-bibliography for the Arabic literary tradition and the history of science and technology in the Islamic world.
- The first and only online version of this standard reference.
- Includes all content from 9 of the original volumes. (4,959 pages total in print).
- Full-text searchable.

Review (print edition)

"One cannot but marvel at the audacity of this project ... a manual such as this does not need reviews. It has become an authority already and as such it will be unique for many years to come."

The Hongkong Weekly Press was an English-language weekly newspaper published between 1890 and 1945. This online collection includes 15,000 pages from issues published in the years 1920 – 1929, available as full-text searchable scans.

The available years of this important serial through Brill cover a series of watershed incidents and periods of unrest in then-British Hongkong’s modern history. The first of these came in reaction to the infamous May 30th 1925 incident in Shanghai, and a parallel incident in Guangzhou (Canton) on June 23rd. In the first, British-commanded police opened fire on Chinese demonstrators at the British-controlled International Settlement. Nine Chinese died in the first incident, fifty in the second. Thus was the May 30th movement born, with seismic consequences for the foreign presence in China, and a ripple effect on competing imperialisms in northeast Asia.

As a result, Chinese nationalists and Soviet advisors called on dock workers to a strike in Hongkong, hitting the most overtly British presence in East Asia right where Britain had most to lose.

Over several months, activists in Guangdong transported between around 250,000 men to foment upheaval in Hongkong, resulting in a dock strike that crippled the colony and closed down almost all public services, including newspapers. This in turn led to the Christmas Truce of December 1926.

The final and arguably most damaging effect of these incidents was an ultimately damaging shift into make-do and drift in British foreign policy on East Asia, which continued to weaken British, then all Western interests long after the strikes had been broken and diverted into the longer games of both the Guomindang and the Communist Party of China.

These uncertainties in the settler business communities of Hongkong, Shanghai, Guangdong and other trading ports combined with economic stagnation and political crises at home, and are reflected in considerable detail in the news reports and features and commercial news in this vital serial. It is probably too early to assess or compare the eruption of the 1920s as recorded in the Hongkong Weekly Press with the drivers of unrest in Hongkong in our time, but for scholars of imperialism and of the rise of China, this will be an essential Primary Source.

15,000 pages, scanned in full colour at 300 ppi from a rare private collection of originals.
The Encyclopedia is also available in print.

Incorporating the work of numerous leading scholars, the Encyclopedia of Public International Law in Asia provides a detailed description of the practice and implementation of international law in various Asian states. The Encyclopedia covers the introduction of Western international law and the resulting shift from the older Asian order; the development of modern international law; and the impact that all of this has had on Asian states.

Offered online and in print as three geographically-organized volumes – Northeast Asia, Southeast Asia, and Central and South Asia – this reference work provides valuable information for all those interested in the historical development, implementation, and application of international law in Asia. Although there is general acknowledgement of the great variety of cultures among Asian countries, strong themes of familiarity, mutual understanding, coherence, and solidarity persists among them as a result of the numerous mutual cultural and religious contacts and interconnections that developed over the course of centuries. This examination of international law and its application in Asia reveals the shared history of the continent, as well as its unique development in each Asian state.


Coverage of the jurisdictions include the following items/chapters (where applicable):

**THE STATE IN INTERNATIONAL LAW**
- History and Theoretical Approach of [The State] in International Law
- Statehood & Sovereignty
- Territory & Jurisdiction
- Sovereign/State Immunity
- State Responsibility
- Relationship between International & Domestic Law

**INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS**
- Treaties
- Diplomatic & Consular Relations
- International & Regional Organisations
- Individuals & Non-State Actors
- International Relations & Cooperation
- Settlement of Disputes

**PARTICULAR INTERNATIONAL LAW SUBJECTS**
- International Economic Law
- International Environmental Law
- Law of the Sea
- Air Law & Law of Outer Space
- Human Rights
- International Humanitarian Law
- International Criminal Law
- Use or Threat of Force
Brill's Middle East and Islamic Studies E-Books Online, Collection 2022 is the electronic version of the book publication program of Brill in the field of Middle East and Islamic Studies in 2022.

**Coverage:**
Islam, History, Culture, Language, Philosophy, Theology, Mysticism, Social and Political studies

This collection includes In the Sultan’s Salon: Learning, Religion, and Rulership at the Mamluk Court of Qānisawh al-Ghawrī (r. 1501–1516), a 2 volume set and Those Infidel Greeks, a 2 volume set.

This E-Book Collection is part of Brill's Middle East and Islamic Studies E-Books Online Collection.

The title list and free MARC records are available for download here.

For other pricing options, consortium arrangements and free 30-day trials contact us at sales-us@brill.com (the Americas) or sales-nl@brill.com (Europe, Middle East, Africa & Asia-Pacific).
Literature and Cultural Studies E-Books Online, Collection 2022

Literature and Cultural Studies E-Books Online, Collection 2022 is the electronic version of the book publication program of Brill in the field of Literature and Cultural Studies in 2022.

Coverage:
English, German, French, Slavic, and Hispanic literatures, Modernist Studies, Literature & the Arts, Theatre Studies, Ecocriticism, Postcolonial Studies, Comparative Studies and World Literature, and Translation Studies.

This E-Book Collection is part of Brill's Literature and Cultural Studies E-Books Online Collection.

The title list and free MARC records are available for download here.

For other pricing options, consortium arrangements and free 30-day trials contact us at sales-us@brill.com (the Americas) or sales-nl@brill.com (Europe, Middle East, Africa & Asia-Pacific).
Asian Studies E-Books Online, Collection 2022

*Brill's Asian Studies E-Books Online, Collection 2022* is the electronic version of the book publication program of Brill in the field of Asian Studies in 2022.

**Coverage:**
China, Japan, Korea, Tibet, Central Asia, South Asia, South East Asia, History, Archeology, Sociology, Anthropology, Religion, Philosophy, Languages

This E-Book Collection is part of Brill's Asian Studies E-Books Online Collection.

The title list and free MARC records are available for download [here](#).

For other pricing options and consortium arrangements, contact us sales@brill.com

For more information please contact our Sales department at sales@brill.com.
Brill's Language and Linguistics E-Books Online, Collection 2022 is the electronic version of the book publication program of Brill in the field of Language and Linguistics in 2022.

Coverage:
Linguistics, Indigenous languages, Semantics, Reference, Literacy, Grammar, Phonetics

This E-Book Collection is part of Brill's Language and Linguistics E-Books Online Collection.

The title list and free MARC records are available for download here.

For other pricing options, consortium arrangements and free 30-day trials contact us at sales-us@brill.com (the Americas) or sales-nl@brill.com (Europe, Middle East, Africa & Asia-Pacific).
On October 1st, 2021, the new website of Jacoby Online was launched, including enhanced search options throughout the entire Jacoby Online, a completely new design, and the correction of many errors. Brill kindly invites you to take a look at the new site.

Jacoby Online is a digital edition of fragments and testimonia of Greek historians, and other authors from antiquity. Although the works of these historians are now lost, we still have passages in the form of citations and paraphrases in ancient texts that are preserved.

Jacoby Online is anchored in the work of Felix Jacoby, who started the work of collecting fragments and writing commentaries. To his Die Fragmente der Griechischen Historiker I-III (1923-1959) are added two new editions, Brill’s New Jacoby (2006-2021) and Brill’s New Jacoby - Second Edition (2016-), both edited by Ian Worthington.

Felix Jacoby himself was unable to finish the collection, but in the 1990s, the work on Die Fragmente der Griechischen Historiker resumed, resulting in FGrHist Part IV, currently edited by Stefan Schorn, and FGrHist Part V, currently edited by Hans-Joachim Gehrke and Felix Maier.

Together, these editions form a monumental scholarly accomplishment and an indispensable resource for anyone interested in ancient history and historiography.

The expected completion dates of the different parts and editions of Jacoby Online is as follows:

1. Felix Jacoby’s seminal Die Fragmente der Griechischen Historiker: Parts I-III (complete)
4. Die Fragmente der Griechischen Historiker Part IV: Biography and Antiquarian Literature (FGrH IV), a continuation of Felix Jacoby’s work including original Greek texts with translations and commentaries (estimated date of completion: 2030)
5. Die Fragmente der Griechischen Historiker Part V: Geography (FGrH V), a continuation of Felix Jacoby’s work including original Greek texts with translations and commentary (estimated date of completion: 2024)

Jacoby Online is updated twice a year.
On July 1st, 2021, the new website of *Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum Online* was launched, including many enhanced search options and a completely new design. Brill kindly invites you to take a look at the new site by visiting brill.com/seo.

*Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum Online* (SEG) is an annual publication collecting newly published Greek inscriptions and studies on previously known documents. It covers the entire Greek world from the early Greek period until the 8th century A.D. *Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum* presents complete Greek texts, and a critical apparatus, of new inscriptions; it summarizes new readings, interpretations, and studies of known inscriptions, and occasionally presents the Greek text of these documents.

This new site for *Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum Online* offers many additional features compared to the previous version. These include:
- Faceted search, enabling users to search for entries — including the texts of inscriptions — by time period, place of origin, topic, or inscription type.
- Combined searches: the search parameters can also be combined, which facilitates an in-depth search in the SEG database.
- Downloadable Epidoc files.
- Permanent identifiers. Each entry, inscription, and line of text has a permanent and unique identifier.
- Inscription texts, edited using a subset of the Leiden conventions primed for digital use.
- Morphology tool. Click on a Greek word for a succinct grammatical analysis.
- The site has been developed with open source software using the Scaife Viewer as a basis.
- Close collaboration with other digital epigraphical resources. Click here for SEG’s participation in epigraphy.info and collaboration with Trismegistos.

The online edition includes all SEG print volumes, and will incorporate all future volumes in the series. *Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum Online* is automatically updated upon publication of the annual volume. *Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum* is also available in print, visit brill.com/seg for more information.
Brill offers publications in the following areas:

• African Studies
• American Studies
• Ancient Near East and Egypt
• Art History
• Asian Studies
• Biblical Studies and Early Christianity
• Biology
• Book History and Cartography
• Classical Studies
• Education
• History
• Human Rights and Humanitarian Law
• International Law
• International Relations
• Jewish Studies
• Languages and Linguistics
• Literature and Cultural Studies
• Media Studies
• Middle East and Islamic Studies
• Philosophy
• Religious Studies
• Slavic and Eurasian Studies
• Social Sciences
• Theology and World Christianity

Where to Order Online Products

Customers Outside the Americas
BRILL
P.O. Box 9000
2300 PA Leiden
The Netherlands
T +31 (0)71-53 53 500
F +31 (0)71-53 17 532
sales@brill.com

Customers in the Americas
BRILL USA
2 Liberty Square, Eleventh Floor
Boston, MA 02109
USA
T +1 617 263 2323
F +1 617 263 2324
sales@brill.com

Sales information and customer assistance
Free 30-day trials are available to institutions. Please contact our sales department to request a trial:
sales@brill.com

For our General Ordering Information and Conditions of Sale please see brill.com or contact our sales department directly at sales@brill.com